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I

Editor’s Page

Heather McTavish Taylor

have two passions in my life – one is genealogy ication to uncovering my (our) family history, but one
and the other is travelling the world to experience day it will rub off on them, I am sure of it!
different cultures. Whenever I get the chance to
This was my second trip to Scotland; my first was in
combine these two great loves, I grab my gear and head
2013
when I felt my ancestors and their homeland deep
off on another adventure!
down in my core. Before going to Scotland, I would
Travelling to pursue my genealogy has taken me to instantaneously break into tears whenever I heard the
many places, some within driving distance, and some a bagpipes being played – at a parade, a ceremony, or
long plane ride away. Whenever I travel, I am always on watching the sunset in Kincardine on a Friday night
the lookout for an archives or a cemetery where I can – it did not matter. When I heard the pipes, the tears
peak at the stones to see if any of my ancestors might flowed! On the second day of my first trip, I was walkbe there. I always want to stop, despite the groans of ing in St. Andrew’s and I heard the faint whisper of
my family. Another cemetery, Mom, really? Yes, really. a lone bagpiper. Dressed in full regalia, he played for
a half an hour as I listened and I cried. When he was
It always amazes me what you can find in a local li- done, I just felt that I had come home. And, since then,
brary, archive or genealogical society, and most of it is I have never cried at the sound of the pipes again.
not online. Talking to people about what is available,
We all have ancestors who have come from someand asking them to share their knowledge and memories, are invaluable tools for every family historian. Last where else. Some of mine are from Poland. Genealogy
summer, I did a road trip to Perth, Ontario and contact- encourages us to look beyond what is available online
ed the Lanark Archives to let them know I was coming. and to experience for ourselves what their lives might
I was greeted by a woman not listed online but who had have been like in their home country. Travelling for geMcTavish ancestors and could not wait to tell me all nealogy can be anything that suits you, from a solo adventure to a planned group tour. There is so much to be
about them!
gained by visiting someone else’s homeland.
I have also just come back from a ten-day genealogy
You do not have to go far. Just explore, find that hidvisit to explore Argyll, spending two full days at Scotland’s People in Edinburgh. I affectionately called my den gem, see where your ancestors tread, and feel how
trip the “2018 Archives and Cemeteries Tour”. It will their culture can enrich your family story.
not surprise you to learn that my family did not wish to
join me. They do not yet share my all-consuming dedThe Ontario Genealogical Society (OGS) was founded to collect genealogical and historical data, to assist members in their genealogical research, and
to issue genealogical publications, especially relating to Ontario. It was organized in 1961, and received its Ontario Charter in 1967. Membership is
based on the calendar year. There is no initiation fee. 2018 Annual dues are $63 plus $8 for each additional member of a family in any household. This
provides one copy of the four issues of Families and NewsLeaf to each household, and notice of all general meetings and conferences.
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Finding My Ancestors in Poland
from My Home in Ontario
Heather McTavish Taylor
Heather McTavish Taylor is fairly new to the field of genealogy,
having retired from the corporate world in 2013 to get more
involved in learning about her own family history as well as
helping others. She obtained a Certificate in Methodology from
the National Institute for Genealogical Studies and hung up her
shingle under the name Dig Ancestry in 2014. An active volunteer,
she is currently serving as a Director-at-Large for The Ontario
Genealogical Society, and is the guest editor for Families.

of 19121, and Stanley through New York in June of
19122. Both headed to Hamilton, Ontario where there
was a growing population of Poles who could provide
labour in this emerging steel town. Sophie and Stanley
married a year after their arrival in Hamilton, on June
30, 19133, in the newly created St. Stanislaus Church on
Barton Street. They would settle a few blocks from the
Church within the Polish community4.

Surnames: Derus, Dubiel, Jasionek, Lendzioszek, Slezak, Sobczak,
Wisniewski, Zajaczek, Ziemak.
Place Names: Bilgoraj, Burlington, Brzozowa, Canada,
Hamilton, Kocudza, Lublin, Lubotyn, Lomza, New York, Niagara
Falls, Ontario, Ostrow, Poland, Russia, Seroczyn, St. Petersburg,
Turobin, United States, Warsaw, Wola-Radziecka.

L

ike all Canadians, my ancestry is a patchwork of
different nationalities and cultures. Most of my
ancestors emigrated to Ontario in the early to
mid-1800s, coming from Scotland, England, Ireland,
Switzerland, Germany and the United States. However,
my most recently emigrated ancestors came from
Poland-Russia in the early 1900s.

Stanley and Sophie Lendzioszek’s wedding in 1913.

I have a few memories of my great grandparents,
consisting mainly of them trying to give coins to my
sisters and me as gifts whenever we would visit. They
Lendzioszek family c. 1920. L-R Sophie (Derus), Mary, Kathadid not speak much English and they usually sat quietly
leen and Stanley (seated) with John on his lap. The man standing
while we played in their small home in Burlington in
is unidentified.
the early 1970s. We knew them as Bobcia (Bobka) and
My great grandparents were Zofia “Sophie” Derus and Dziadek ( Jaja) who were always smiling, rarely speaking,
Stanislaus “Stanley” Lendzioszek. They came to Canada and willfully trying to press coins into our hands despite
separately: Sophie through New Brunswick in March
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the loud protests of my grandmother. They, along with
my grandmother, passed away long before I had any
interest in learning about my family history, and so the
stories of their pasts had been seemingly left behind.
That is, until about five years ago when I felt a keen
interest in discovering more about them and where they
came from.

was able to determine a few facts. From their marriage
registration in 1913, I found out their declared ages and
their parents’ names. Stanley’s parents were Jan ( John)
Lenzioszek and Katarzyna (Katherine) Wisniewska;
Sophie’s were Jan ( John) Derus and Katarzyna
(Katherine) Sobczak.

Also, from several passenger lists, I had a good idea
My first step was to reach out to my Aunt, who was of their birth years and, in some cases, a name of their
the eldest grandchild of Sophie and Stanley, and the hometown. An online search for these names and
keeper of all the family pictures, documents and stories. couples in Poland led me nowhere. While there are some
She was able to give me several pictures and recount Polish records online at the Ancestry and FamilySearch
a few stories, but unfortunately, she did not have any websites, the records are still mainly unavailable online.
documents in her possession. I recorded what she knew, I tried to use various mapping and surname tools to try
determined to use this to follow up to find out the and pinpoint an area.
details of their lives. She told me these tidbits: Sophie
With little information being available online, and
and Stanley had both come from Warsaw, and Stanley
had been in the Russian army and marched into St. with my non-existent knowledge of the Polish language,
Petersburg at one time. Sophie had a sister named Vera I knew that I needed to enlist the help of a local expert.
who had lived in Hamilton and owned a penny candy/ Moreover, while I love a good road trip, making such a
soda shop. Stanley had a brother that lived around the trip would be an ineffective use of my time. I came to
corner, but they never spoke, and finally, we had Derus the decision that I needed to enlist the help of a local
relatives in Montreal and Brantford. Some great stories, expert, someone who knew the geography, the language,
and where to find the right genealogical or historical
but not much to go on!
records.
I did a search online for Polish genealogists, which
yielded a few possibilities, and I also consulted the
Association of Professional Genealogists’ website for
anyone who was listed as being in Poland. This also
yielded more possibilities. Through a series of emails
with a local genealogist, I learned that the Polish geopolitical structure is no different than most countries
in the world. There are records that are held in villages,
townships, counties, provinces, and some at the national
level. Usually, it is the village or area Church that
holds the documents, but there are different archives
at various levels. Very little is kept at a National level,
and even less has been digitized. Within the Church
records, there also is no index, so to look at a specific
village church requires the researcher to go through it
line by line. Finally, each locality might have a different
level of available records.
In some areas, records can go back into the 1700s, and
in others, the records may have been destroyed at some
point and have been lost forever. All this told me that in
order to hope for any success in finding my ancestors, I
would need to pinpoint their villages, provide as much
Stanley and Sophie’s marriage certificate,
information as possible, and hope that the records
1913, St. Stanislaus Church in Hamilton.
were intact and await the findings. Without a village,
township or district name, the search would be similar
I then went back and started a timeline, gathering all to looking for the proverbial needle in a haystack. Now
the information that I had in my possession and that I I was on a mission to find the villages!
could research online. In reviewing all the documents, I
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I also realized that other than a European history class
I took in University, I really was not well versed in the
history or geography of Poland. My great grandfather
had claimed that he was born in Russia but was of Polish
nationality, and my Aunt had told me about the Russian
army. I knew that the borders had changed many times
in history, and so I needed a refresher on the timing
of each of the border changes, especially relative to the
location of Warsaw. The borders were different at the
time of their birth and emigration compared to what
we know today5. This meant that their villages were in
eastern Poland, east of Warsaw, so the locations were
narrowed down a little, but not nearly enough for my
research to move forward.

Under the Access to Information Act, I was able to
request those records. In Stanley’s record, it gives a birth
date of October 24, 1883 and a birthplace of Turobin,
Poland. It confirms his passage details, his address and
his marriage. For Teofil, a birth date of July 14, 1887 and
his birthplace was the Village of Turobin in the District
of Lomza.
Further, on Stanley’s marriage registration, there was a
witness named Adam Lendzioszek listed. There was also
mention of two other Lendzioszeks in the documents, a
cousin Frank, and an Adam of unknown relation. Using
Ancestry.com, I looked up Frank and Adam in Buffalo,
New York. I was looking for anything additional on their
ancestral village or region, just to be sure I was on the
right track. From Frank’s passage to New York in 1907, I
found that he was coming from Turokin, Ostrow, Lomza
in Russia10.

I was also able to find an obituary for Frank in the
Democrat and Chronicle newspaper from Rochester,
New York, dated December 9, 196611. It includes his
shortened anglicized name (Lendeck) and also states
that two brothers in Poland survive him. Nothing new
was found in the search for Adam Lendzioszek, but an
Alexander Lendosek was found in a Canada-US bordercrossing document from 1907. It indicates that he was
from Turobin, Lomza, Russia and was travelling from
Passenger list for Stanislaus Lendzioszek in 1912
Hamilton, Ontario to Buffalo, New York to his brother,
12
I needed to dig deeper and go wider in my search to Frank .
narrow the field. I split my two great grandparents up,
Feeling fairly confident that I had narrowed down the
since they were from two different places within Poland,
location
to the village of Turobin in the District of Lomza,
and treated them as separate pieces of research. First, I
did a deep dive into Stanley’s documents. I went back to I turned again to Google Maps and searched further. I had
the ones I already had and scoured them for additional seen a mention of other places like Brzozowa, Seroczyn,
information. On Stanley’s New York passenger list, it Lubotyn and Ostrów as I reviewed old pictures and other
indicates that Jan Lendzioszek paid for his passage, documents along the way. Therefore, I knew I was looking
and it also affirms that he came from Trobin. On his for a location on Google Maps in Poland that could tie
Canadian passenger list, it states that he says that he all of these places together. I found Turobin-Brzozowa,
a village in the administrative district of Gmina Stary
was enroute to “his Bro” in Hamilton, Ontario6.
Lubotyń, within the Ostrów Mazowiecka County, as
I looked up this brother and found a border-crossing well as Masovian Voivodeship, in east-central Poland.
document for Teofil Lendzioszek dated from 1913. The
This is an area to the northeast of Warsaw that would
document stated that he was born in Trobian Lomza,
that his father was named Jan, that he first arrived in have been part of Russia in the late 19th century. Bingo!
the US in November 1911, and that he was visiting his Now I had enough to engage a professional genealogist in
cousin Frank Lendzioszek in Buffalo7. Teofil was also Poland, Emil Krasnodebsky, and off he went. I scheduled
married at the St. Stanislaus Church in Hamilton on him to go to these locations to try and find out more
May 2, 19148. He lists the same parents as Stanley. On about my great-great grandparents, Jan Lendzioszek and
a voting list from 1949, I found both Teofil and Stanley Catherine Wisniewska.
living in the same neighbourhood, giving credence to my
Aunt’s story of the two brothers living one street over9.
I was in luck: Emil was able to find information taking
me
back several generations in this family. The records
Of course, there is nothing to suggest what the
relationship was, or why it may have been strained. I then that survived contained phenomenal information for
referred to the Library and Archives Canada website to me as a genealogist. For example, the birth record for
look up any naturalization papers and an index gave me Stanislaus Lendzioszek contains the location of his birth,
a number for each of Stanley’s and Teofil’s applications. the date and time of the birth, the location, the father’s
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name and age and occupation, the mother’s name and
age, the names of two witnesses, as well as the names of
the two godparents. The genealogist provided me with a
copy of the original record and a translation13.

Jozef and Teofila Jasionek in 1849, then deaths for
each in 1902 and 1878 respectively. Since the records
contain such rich information, we were able to follow
each branch of the tree back an additional one or two
generations with names and documentation for my 7x
great grandparents, who were born in the late 1700s in
the same village in Poland.

Birth documents for Stanislaus Lendzioszek.

With the names of his parents confirmed, as well as, Shared headstone for Stanley and Sophie Lendzioszek (nee
their ages, the genealogist was able to push back further Derus), and Alexander Slezak and wife Weronika (Dubiel), Holy
Sepulchre Cemetery in Burlington, Ontario.
and found the marriage record for my great grandfather
Stanley’s parents14. Again, it contained a treasure trove of
Now, I wondered, could I have the same success
information. The translation is as follows:
with the Derus side of my family? I followed the same
Jan Lendzioszek and Katarzyna née
process of trying to identify the village in which Sophie
Wisniewska M.28 Feb 1881.
had been born. I looked again at the passenger lists and
her marriage and requested a copy of her naturalization
[Act number] 12. This occurred in the village of Lubotyń on into Canada. In it, she states that her birthplace is
16th/28th February, in the year 1881 at 3 in the afternoon. Kocudza, Lublin, Poland. A search for the last name
We declare that in the presence of witnesses Józef Pecka, 40 of Derus on Ancestry.com led me to several passenger
years old and Józef Ziemak, 40 years old, both peasants lists that mentioned they hailed from Kocudza, and
residing in Turobin, a religious marriage was contracted also mentioned a couple named Bilgoraj. I also tried to
today between Jan Lendzioszek, a bachelor, a peasant, son find Sophie’s “sister” Vera in any of the documents. The
of [alive] Jozef, a peasant and deceased Teofila née Jasionek, only one that I could find was an immigration record
legitimate spouses, born and residing in the village of for a Weronika Dubiel, who arrived in 1924 from
Turobin, 24 years old and Katarzyna Wiśniewska, a Wola Radziecka, Bilgoraj, Poland enroute to Hamilton,
maiden, daughter of deceased Paweł Wiśniewski, a forester, Ontario. Her father is listed as Majiec Dubiel, and she
and alive Katarzyna nee Zajączek, legitimate spouses, born is a single woman15.
in the village of Stok, residing in the village of Turobin,
22 years old. The marriage was preceded with three banns
I am not convinced this is the same woman, nor that
published in Lubotyń parish church on: 1st/13th February, they were “sisters”. I do believe that Sophie and Vera
8th/20th February and 15th/27th February in the current must have been close because they were buried together
year. The religious marriage ceremony was fulfilled by me, in the Holy Sepulchre Cemetery in Hamilton. They
the local parish administrator. This certificate was read to share a joint headstone, Lendzioszek-Slezak.
the newlyweds and witnesses and signed only by me, because
they can not write. The parish-priest A[dolf ] Łapiński
Armed with the names of Kocudza, Lublin, Bilgoraj,
and Wola Radziecka, I turned again to Google Maps
With the names of Jan Lendzioszek’s parents listed and, this time, quickly found the location. Kocudza
on his marriage record, we were able to look for further Pierwsza is a village in the administrative district of
information on Jan’s birth and any information about Gmina Dzwola, within Janów Lubelski County, Lublin
his parents, my 5x great grandparents. Jan’s baptism Voivodeship, in eastern Poland16, southeast of Warsaw.
from 1856 was found, then the marriage for his parents
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Again, I briefed Emil, my genealogist in Poland, and
he was able to visit Kocudza and Frampol to search for 6.
my family. I was even luckier this time in pushing back
three generations into the early 1700s. Interestingly,
he found a baptism for a Weronika Derus for July 17, 7.
1896 in Kocudza to Jan Derus and Katarzyna Sobczak,
confirming that she is indeed a sister of Sophie. The
twist is that she was born after her father had died on
December 15, 1895. No record was found for a re- 8.
marriage of her mother, Katarzyna, perhaps to a Majiec
Dubiel? Further investigation is required!
All in all, hiring a genealogist in Poland was a
successful and pleasant experience. Emil made three 9.
separate day trips to the various villages and regions,
and helped me take my family history back in Poland
by several generations. The documents and translations 10.
he provided have given me much insight into their lives.
Now I would like to visit those villages and churches, to
walk in their footsteps and feel for myself what it might
have been like for them over a hundred years ago.
11.

Ancestry.com, Canadian Passenger Lists, 18651935. New York, June 1912, page No. 7.
US Border Crossings Canada to US, 1895-1956.
National Archives of US, Microfilm M1430, roll
73.
Ancestry.com, Ontario, Canada, Marriages,
1801-1928, 1933-1934. Archives of Ontario,
Registrations of Marriages, 1869-1928; Series:
MS932: Reel 327.
Canada, Voter Lists, 1935-1980. Wentworth,
Hamilton East, Polling Division No. 125.
Ancestry.com, New York Passenger Lists, 18201957. Arrival: New York, Microfilm Serial:
T715, 1897-1957; Roll 1038, Line 15, page 64.
Newspapers.com, Democrat and Chronicle,
Rochester, New York – page 57 on 11 Dec 1966.

I learned a few lessons through this journey that I can
pass along. First, you can find your ancestors in other 12. US Border Crossings Canada to US, 1895-1956.
countries. Second, you will achieve the greatest success
National Archives of US, Microfilm M1480, roll
if you do your research ahead of time. And third, very
72.
little information that we seek is available online, so
many hidden gems can only be found in the locales of 13. Vital Records, BMD 1870-1889, Diocese
our ancestors. You have to be willing to go there yourself
Archive, Lomza, Stary Lubotyn, Poland. Act
or hire a local genealogist to help.
Number 153.
The professional genealogist in Poland that was engaged 14. Vital Records, BMD 1870-1889, Diocese
for these searches was Emil Krasnodebski. He can be reached
Archive, Lomza, Stary Lubotyn, Poland. Act
through his website at www.polishgenealogy.com.pl/ or
Number 12.
directly through email at polishgeneaology@rubikon.pl
15. Canada, Ocean Arrivals (Form 30A), 1919-1924.
Library and Archives Canada; Form 30A Ocean
Footnotes
Arrivals (individual manifests), 1919-1924; Rolls:
T-14939-T-15248.
1. Ancestry.com, Canadian Passenger lists 18651935.
16. Kocudza Pierwsza, Poland at https://tinyurl.com/
y954ndtw
2. Ancestry.com, New York Passenger Lists, 18201957. Microfilm Serial: T715, Roll 1886, Page 62,
line 9.
3.

Ancestry.com, Ontario, Canada, Marriages,
1801-1928, 1933-1934. Archives of Ontario,
Registrations of Marriages, 1869-1928; Series:
MS932: Reel: 276.

4.

https://www.thespec.com/news-story/2257318-ststan-s-marks-100-years-of-service/.

5.

https://brilliantmaps.com/poland-territory/.
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What’s in a Name: Researching the
Boucher/Bourchier Name History
Heather Boucher Ashe and Richard Flynn-Bourchier
Heather Boucher Ashe has researched her Irish and Canadian
Boucher family since 1970. Seeking new insights, she asked a male
first cousin to submit a sample for Y-DNA analysis. The result was
an almost-perfect match with her new DNA cousin, Richard FlynnBourchier, a lecturer of Irish and British history at the University of
Sherbrooke in Quebec and the descendant of a Home Child. Heather
and Richard believe they are third cousins twice removed.
Keywords: Norman invasion, Normandy, 1066, Domesday Book
Note: This article in based on one that first appeared in the BIFHSGO’s
Anglo-Celtic Roots, Volume 22, Number 2, Summer 2016 edition.

T

his article explores the history of the name Boucher/
Bourchier through time, in England and France,
for almost a thousand years. Y-DNA analysis was
used initially to match Heather Boucher Ashe and Richard
Flynn, both of whom have always been interested in their
family history. Richard’s grandfather was a Home Child
from England who did not know his father’s surname.
Richard researched for years, then discovered that he
and Heather’s first cousin, Doug Boucher of Manotick,
Ontario, were almost perfect Y-DNA matches.1 It appears
that Heather and Richard are third cousins twice removed.
He has appended the surname Bourchier to his own name,
Flynn.
Heather descends from a Carleton County, Ontario,
non-French family named Boucher. This name was never
an easy one. Few people pronounce it correctly at first try,
and may have difficulty even when told how the family
pronounces it. Heather has heard Booker, Butcher, Bowker.
Some variants include Booser, Bowser and Bousseres. The
name has occasionally been confused with the French
“bourse” (stock exchange) or “boursier” (speculator), and
“Boursieres,” a commune in the Haut-Saone department,
in Burgundy, France, as well as the French “boucher”
(butcher). She has a Welsh friend named Bosher who
thinks they are probably cousins.

is pronounced as Voucher or very similarly as “Voushr,”
both with a “B.”
Heather joined the Facebook page “Proud to be Bourchier.”
Most of the members, in Canada, Britain, Australia, New
Zealand and elsewhere, express the same frustration with
their name’s pronunciation. Most have been told the name
is French; some thought it was German.
To be fair, there have been centuries of difficulties.
Heather’s great-grandfather, John, emigrated from Ireland
to Canada in 1819. He could not read or write, so he
brought the phonetic spelling, Boucher, to Canada and
started the non-French family here. We know that because
in 1861, the Nepean Township census-taker wrote his
name as “Bowcher.”2 In Ireland, John’s brother Henry
(Richard’s great-great-great-grandfather) and the rest of
his family spelled the name Bourchier.3
The English obviously had difficulty with this name. The
original English ancestor of the Bourchier family, named
Oure de Bercheres, is accepted to have arrived in Britain
with the Norman invasion.4 He did not bring a surname
with him, simply a French place-name that took on various
pronunciations and spellings over time. He and his history
are described below.
In England, the family has a very eventful lineage,
including William, 1st Earl of Eu, born 1374; his son
Thomas, a medieval cardinal, Archbishop of Canterbury
and Lord Chancellor of England, born c. 1404 (see The War
of the Roses); Elizabeth, a descendant of King Edward III,
born c. 1473; John Bourchier of Beningbrough, regicide of
King Charles I, born 1595; and another Elizabeth, wife of
Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector of England, born 1598.5

The Domesday Book and Buckinghamshire

Following the Norman Conquest in 1066, William
the Conqueror, (who became King William I of
Heather has been told more than once that she England), granted estates to his supporters and knights,
pronounces her name incorrectly: surely, it is French rewarding those who had been loyal to him and who
and should be said “Booshay.” No, we say, it rhymes with could be expected to be loyal and/or valuable in the
Voucher, but with a “B.” And what about Bourchier? future. In December 1086, William commissioned the
The correct pronunciation is Voucher with a “B.” The Domesday Book to assess the value of English estates
online pronunciation site howjsay.com says Bourchier to determine how much he could expect to receive in
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taxes. The Book also recorded the names of persons who
This estate was neither the smallest nor the largest in
had held those estates prior to 1066.
Buckinghamshire (the seven largest estates constituted
117 of the total 374 county geld unit value and were
awarded to nobility). However, receiving his 2.5 geld
unit estate demonstrates Oure de Berchères’ loyalty
and value to King William I. His land was of relatively
poor quality and in the isolated northeast of the county.
Nevertheless, it gave him a foothold in England.
Domesday Book text for Urson de Bersers, Reference 6, Shenley
[Brook End] tenant-in-chief in 1086.

This provides an invaluable record of the transition from
Anglo-Saxon to Norman.The Book was written in Medieval
Latin (see Figure 1).6 Many of the Buckinghamshire
estates had been held by Earl Harold (Godwinson), the last
Anglo-Saxon king.7 He succeeded Edward the Confessor
in January 1066 and died at the Battle of Hastings on 14
October 1066.
The Domesday Book records 15 Buckinghamshire estates
(in 32 parcels) with total taxable value of 374 geld units. The
1086 owners included 42 lords and 25 tenants-in-chief,
including William’s family members (two half-brothers);
Anglo-Saxon and Norman nobility; Roman Catholic
clergy who supported him and facilitated the support of the
Catholic Church in England; and King William himself.

The given name “Bear” suggests that de Berchères
was a big, strong man and possibly a valuable warrior
during the invasion. Moreover, how is this surname
pronounced? The pronunciation website forvo.com says
the two syllables sound like the English words bear and
share, given equal emphasis. Thus, “Bearshare”. This is
quite different from another French surname, Boucher,
pronounced Boo-shay.

Other Bourchier Ancestors

There was considerable jockeying for power and
land in England after the Norman Conquest. Land
and influence were consolidated within increasingly
powerful families. In 1166, King Henry II decreed that
a follow-up survey of England’s wealth was needed
(the Cartae Baronum).10 All tenants-in-chief (of the
Part of the Shenley (Brook End) estate in Buckinghamshire King’s land) were required to report details of the subwas granted to Urso (“Bear”) de BerchËres (the Latinized tenancies they had created on their lands before and
name). The French version of the name, Oure de Berchères, after the death of Henry I (grandfather of Henry II, d.
is found on the Battle Abbey Roll in Dives-sur-Mer, 1135).
Normandy, the list of 471 supposed “companions” of
Tenancies were reported in terms of knights’ fees,
William on his English invasion.8 De Bercheres is accepted
the
tenants’ military obligations to the Crown for their
to be the progenitor of the Bourchier family in England.
The Buckinghamshire estates were valuable, located near grants of land from the king. The knight’s fee was
London and near roads established in Roman times. Their essentially the base unit of land valuation used in the
feudal system.
total taxable value in 1086 was 374 geld units.

The Domesday Book entry for the
Berchères estate:

Shenley (Brook End)
Hundred9

Mursley

Taxable units

Taxable value 2.5 geld units

County
Value

Households
Ploughland

Other resources
Lord in 1066

Overlord in 1066
Lord in 1086

Tenant-in-chief in 1086

Buckinghamshire

Value to lord in 1066, £2; in 1086,
£1.5; in about 1070, £1.5
Two villagers

Land for two ploughlands. One lord’s
plough team, one man’s plough team
1.5 lord’s lands. Woodland, 50 pigs.
Morcar of Clifton [Earl of
Northumberland]

Earl Harold [King Harold in 1066,
succeeded Edward the Confessor,
died at Battle of Hastings]
Urso de Berchères

Urso de Berchères

Sylvester de Bursers, also reported to be a Bourchier
ancestor,4 held a tenancy in the Honour of Clare (the
extensive holdings of Richard de Clare that spanned
several counties) near Surrey.11 Sylvester owed one
third of a knight’s fee. A researcher of medieval history
was commissioned to research this possibility at The
National Archives (UK). She learned that Sylvester, a
brother and father of William, came from Bures, a town
on the Suffolk-Essex border, and was probably not a
Berchères descendant.
In 1206, a knight with King John, named Nichol le
Bursar (Latinized name), was recorded in a charter at
Dover as being among many men who had given gifts
to the Church of St. Thomas [Becket], the Martyr at
Brentwood, Essex.12 This probably occurred prior to
one of King John’s expeditions to France after he lost
considerable lands there.13 Brentwood is located 30 km
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from the centre of London and 52 km from Stansted, (“Northmen”) who had colonized it.15 In return, the
Vikings pledged their loyalty to the French King.
Halstead.
Eventually, the Norman territory would extend
The dominant branch of the family became established
in County Essex. A possible son or grandson of Nichol west beyond the River Seine to form the Duchy of
was Sir Robert Bourchier (Burser, Bourgchier), born Normandy. The Norman dukes created the most
powerful, consolidated duchy in Western Europe
about 125214, but little is known of him.
between the years 980 and 1050. In 1035, the man
His son was Sir John Bourchier (also known as who would become William the Conqueror became
Bousser, de Bousser, de Bosser), a Justice of the Court the Duke of Normandy.16 In 1066, an army assembled
of Common Pleas about 1325 to 1350. He purchased under the leadership of Duke William, prior to the
an estate adjacent to the manor of Stansted in Halstead, invasion of England. It is thought that the Norman
Essex, in 1312 and later married Helen de Colchester, fighting force at the Battle of Hastings numbered about
heiress of her father Walter. John thus obtained the 10,000, while the population of Normandy may have
valuable Stanstead Hall estate.
been about 700,000 at that time; Normandy had been
well settled in the years after 911.
John and Helen were parents of Sir Robert Bourchier,
Knt, 1st Baron Bourchier, who also married a well-toMost of the plaque names on the Battle Abbey
do heiress, Margaret, daughter of Sir Thomas Prayers. Roll were descriptive, referring to the large number of
Robert (also known as Boussier, Bourgcher, Bousser, (mostly) Normandy place-names (for example, Anquetil
Bourser), significantly increased the family’s holdings de Cherbourg, a man with the ancient Norman name
and wealth. He was the Essex Member of Parliament Anquetil who came from Cherbourg) or the man’s
for several sessions and became the first lay Chancellor appearance (Robert le Blond).
of England in 1340.
Chartres, France, was located close to the border
Undoubtedly, there were other branches of this family between Normandy and the rest of France and
that were not as successful as those in Essex, but their accessible by water, as shown on the map (Figure 2). The
existence was not documented. As well, some may have proximity of Chartres and the Bercheres villages would
adopted a phonetic spelling of this difficult name. A have ensured that their politics, language and possibly
further complication is the similarity between the early culture were heavily influenced by the Norman people.
family name and the occupation “burser” (financier).
At this point, it is difficult or impossible to distinguish
between the family name and that occupation.

Origin of Oure de Berchères
There are three small villages bearing the name
Berchères in northern France: Berchères-les
Pierres,
Berchères-sur-Vesgre and Berchères Saint Germain.
Their populations have always been small. The villages
are located close to each other, 5.1 km east of Chartres
(which is on the River Eure, a southern tributary of the
River Seine).
In the eighth to eleventh centuries, Vikings from
Denmark and Norway invaded and settled coastal
areas of Britain and northwest France, as well as areas
accessible by their many rivers. In 858, they captured
and burned Chartres. As a result, the city was rebuilt
and fortified, so when the Vikings returned in 911, they
were defeated.

Normandy boundary in France.

Language

The French, English and Latin languages have
evolved during the last millennium: spellings and
pronunciations melded, words have been shared. As
demonstrated by the History television series Vikings,
The treaty of Saint-Clair-sur-Epte was the result of the French language in the year 900 (as spoken by the
this conflict, by which the Vikings were granted the French nobility) sounded more like Latin than French.
area now called Upper Normandy, after the Norsemen The pronunciation of the French word “Berchères” at
the time of the Norman Conquest was probably very
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different from the “Bear-share” of today. Similarly, the 9. “Hundreds” were administrative subdivisions of
English pronunciations (and thus spellings) of the
counties, having their own courts.
name through the ages probably reflected the style of
language current at the time. We can only now say that 10. “The Cartae Baronum of 1166 and the Elephant,”
this was a non-English name that the English did their
History of Law Blog, (historyoflaw.co.uk/cartaebest to absorb.
baronum-of-1166-and-the-elephant).

Origin of the Bourchier Family

11. The National Archives, The Black Book of the
Exchequer, ed. Thomas Hearne, 1896; personal
email from medieval historian.

We can say that the name Bourchier is probably
derived from the Berchères French place-names, and in
that sense is truly French. So, what’s in a name? Political 12. The National Archives, record series C53,
maneuverings, foreign conquests, migrations and
document reference number C53/7, membrane 2,
invasions, pronunciation challenges, Facebook cousins.
item number 12. Personal email from an historian
The truth can easily be lost over the generations. It is
at The National Archives, Kew, 15 March 2016.
not possible to know whether this pedigree is in fact
totally accurate. However, working through it was a very 13. “John, King of England,” Wikipedia (www.
interesting investigation of medieval history, within
wikipedia.org: accessed 29 Feb. 2016).
which we all had ancestors. Names can be misleading,
but always intriguing.
14. Sandra Alvarez, “The fortunes of war: the military
career of John, second Lord Bourchier (d. 1400),”
Footnotes
De Re Militari, The Society for Medieval Military
History, (http:/ /deremilitari.org/2014/05/the1. Family Tree DNA testing, matched at 36 of 37
fortunes-of-war-themilitary-career-of-johnlocations.
second-lord bourchier-d-1400/).
2. Census of 1861, Canada West, Carleton County,
reel #1013, page 8, line 14.

15. “Treaty of Saint-Clair-sur-Epte,” Wikipedia (www.
wikipedia.org: accessed 21 Jan. 2016).

3. For God or King, The History of Mountshannon,
County Clare, 1742-1992, Gerard Madden, ed.
(Tuamgraney, County Clare, Ireland: East Clare
Heritage, 1993.)

16. “Duchy of Normandy,” Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.
org: accessed 21 Jan. 2016).

4. The Norman People and Their Existing Descendants
in the British Dominions and the United States of
America (London: Henry S. King & Co., 1874),
page 168.
5. “William Bourchier,” [1st Count of Eu]; “Thomas
Bourchier,” [cardinal]; “Elizabeth Bourchier,” [died
1557]; “John Bourchier,” [regicide]; and “Elizabeth
Cromwell,” Wikipedia (www.wikipedia .org:
accessed 21 Jan. 2016).
6. “Open Domesday,” (www.opendomesday.org); the
image from the Domesday Book made available by
Professor J.J.N. Palmer and George Slater.
7. “Harold Godwinson,” Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.
org: accessed 21 Jan. 2016).
8. “Battle Abbey Roll,” Olive Tree Genealogy, http://
www.olivetreegenealogy.com/misc/knights.shtml.
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Thoughtfulness Demonstrated –
Part of My Family Lore
Patsy Javor
Patsy Javor has been researching her Scottish, Cornish and Irish
roots since 2006. She retired in 2015 from the field of Pension &
Benefit Communications, allowing her more time to chase her
elusive ancestors and write about them.
Placenames: Biggar, Saskatchewan, Langley, New Westminster,
Sperling, BC, Rocky Mountain House, Alberta
Surnames: Lind, Lobb, Bruce, Dalgliesh, Swanton
Note: This article won first prize in the 2018 Keffer Writing
Competition of The Ontario Genealogical Society.

O

ne gloomy Sunday afternoon about four years
ago, I sat down in front of my computer and
wondered if I could find any evidence to
support the story about my Dad, a story my mother
had told me when I was relatively young. Both my
parents were deceased so I had only my memory to go
by. The story, demonstrating the importance of a small
act of thoughtfulness my parents had extended to an
aging couple who had experienced loss and sadness, had
piqued my curiosity for years.

Doris Lind and Len Lobb, 1939.

I began my research by checking online for death
registrations in BC Vital Stats records, available from
the Royal BC Museum web site. This geographic
starting point was based on my vague recollection
that the Christmas parcel was mailed to Mr. and Mrs.
Lind at an address in BC. My search of BC death
registrations produced the following results: Mr. James
Lind, formerly a farmer, had died 12 December 1968
following surgery 10 days earlier in St. Mary’s Hospital
in New Westminster, BC,2 and his wife, Ethel Mary
Lind, had died 8 days later on 20 December 1968, in
Berkeley Private Hospital in White Rock, BC.3 The
death registrations show place of burial for both James
and Ethel Lind was Fort Langley Cemetery in BC.

My father, Len Lobb, was the second son of Joseph
Lobb and Annie Pearl Swanton. Dad was born on 24
December 1916 in Biggar, Saskatchewan1. As the story
went, Dad had been engaged to another young woman
before he married my Mom. This unnamed young
woman was the only child of a Mr. and Mrs. Lind, to
whom my mother wrote every Christmas, and that
letter, accompanied by a large and fancy tin of biscuits,
was mailed to an address in one of Canada’s western
I was age 12 in 1968, so my recollection as to the year
provinces. Despite Dad having provided a blood as well as the timing (the holiday season) was a fit. But
transfusion, his fiancée had died of leukemia before had the Linds lived in a nursing home? James had been
they could marry.
in the New Westminster hospital only 10 days prior to
death.4 Details on Ethel’s death registration showed
I suppose I was told this story because one year – my that she had resided in White Rock for three years prior
recollection was that I was about age 12 at the time – a to death.5 Their death registrations as well as the 1968
note arrived in the mail just after the holiday season Voters List6 indicate their permanent residence was
saying that Mr. and Mrs. Lind had both died not too a single family dwelling on 16th Avenue (now North
long before. As I recalled, the note said something along Bluff Road) in White Rock. Therefore, they were not in
the lines that the tin of biscuits had been shared around a nursing home. It seems possible that Ethel had been
a facility, giving me the impression that Mr. and Mrs. in Berkeley Private Hospital, originally a single level
Lind had resided in a nursing home until their deaths. building which was purchased by White Rock District
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Hospital in 1967 to be used as an extended care facility,7
for a relatively short period. The reference to sharing the
tin of biscuits sent for Christmas 1968 perhaps meant
that it was shared within that extended care facility, and
that while Ethel had been admitted there, James had
not.

and the 1916 Census recorded the population as of 1
June 1916, 12 days before Doris’ birth, she would not
have been enumerated. However, a son Wilfrid, age 4,
was enumerated, indicating that Doris was not, in fact,
an only child.

Next, I found a 1935 BC death registration for Wilfrid
James Lind, born 28 August 1911.This death registration
indicated that he was the son of James Lind and Ethel
Mary Bruce.13 Wilfrid died at Sperling, BC. The cause
of Wilfrid’s death was acute mania, with epilepsy being
a contributory cause. Upon Wilfrid’s death in 1935, his
sister, Doris, became the only surviving child of James
and Ethel Lind. It is understandable how this might
have been misconstrued over time as her having been
I next searched online for a BC death registration an only child.
for a daughter of this couple. Having no first name, I
searched on surname only. Of the 50-plus search results
In Dad’s military service record, which I obtained
generated, one result stood out: Doris Ida Lind had from Library and Archives Canada, his pre-war
died on 28 July 1939 at age 23,9 making her calculated employment history showed that he was employed as
birth year 1916, the same year my father was born. The a commercial truck driver from 1938 to 1939 for W.
digitized death registration confirmed the following: Hepworth Feed Company in Sperling, BC.14 The 1940
that Doris Ida Lind was, indeed, the daughter of James Voters List confirmed the link between the Lind family
Lind and Ethel Mary Bruce of Sperling, BC. She had and my father: James Lind, farmer, and Mrs. James
been born on 13 June 1916, and she had died of acute Lind and Lenard [sic] Lobb, farmer, Sperling BC were
lymphatic leukemia in the Royal Columbia Hospital listed in the electoral district of New Westminster.15
in New Westminster, BC, after having received two The community of Sperling, in Langley Township, had
transfusions in the preceding three weeks.
large tracts of agricultural land. Berry farming was a
significant source of income for residents of Sperling.
When I recently mentioned to a friend who is a
retired Registered Nurse that Doris’ treatment included
Tracing James Lind’s ancestry, I uncovered a possible
transfusions, she told me that in the 1920s and 1930s explanation of how Dad became acquainted with them.
when a patient needed a transfusion, family and friends The Alberta Homestead Records database includes a
of the patient were required to replace any blood. 1910 patent for land issued to James Lind,16 whose Post
However, the donor’s blood would most likely not have Office address at that time of application was Lindsville,
been used for the patient, but to replenish the hospital’s Alberta. (The hamlet of Lindsville received a new name,
supply. An article in a 2001 issue of Nursing History Bulwark, in 1916.17) James indicated that, at the time
Review confirms this and goes further: if the patient of application, he had been living with his parents and
could not produce donors, the hospital billed for the provided his father’s name: Thomas L. Lind.
cost of the blood. In 1940, Ottawa Civic Hospital was
charging $15 per unit,10 a cost that could ill be afforded
By searching backwards chronologically through
by many families during the Depression. Whether Dad census records to the 1861 Census of Canada, I
donated directly to Doris or not, the notation regarding discovered that Thomas L. Lind and his older sister,
transfusions on her death registration lends credibility Agnes, were two of the children of Alexander and
to the assertion that my Dad had donated blood in aid Agnes Lind.18 Agnes Lind married James Amos
of Doris’ treatment.
Dalgliesh in 1862 in Waterloo County, Ontario.19
History of the Riverside Municipality, a local Riverside,
Next, I focused on confirming whether Doris Ida Manitoba history, includes a submission entitled
was the only child of James and Ethel Lind. Doris’ “History of the Dalgliesh Family”, which states that
death registration indicated that she had been born in James Dalgliesh relocated his family from Ontario to
Rocky Mountain House, Alberta.11 The 1916 Census Riverside, Manitoba in March of 1891.20 Agnes and
of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba shows James James Dalgliesh’s son, Thomas Lary Lind Dalgliesh,21
Lind and Ethel Lind residing in Rocky Mountain married my Dad’s maternal aunt, Janet/Jannie/Jennie
House, AB.12 No daughter was enumerated with this Swanton in Manitoba in 1902.22 Thus, James Lind was
family. Given that Doris’ birth date was 13 June 1916 a first cousin of my father’s uncle by marriage, Thomas
The informant shown on the death registrations
for both James and Ethel was Ethel’s nephew, David
Bruce,8 a strong indication that, at the time of their
deaths in 1968, there were no living children of this
couple. If true, this would support the statement that
their daughter, who had died of leukemia, had been an
only child.
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in 1945, where he raised his family, including me. I am
pleased that my parents faithfully maintained contact
My Dad used to talk about spending summers helping with the Linds for 27 years, until the Linds’ deaths in
out his Aunt Jennie and Uncle Tom on their farm, and 1968. I prefer to think that the letter and tin of fancy
winters working in BC, mainly in the logging industry. cookies Mr. and Mrs. Lind received every December
My guess is that Dad’s Uncle Tom arranged that Dad from my parents reminded them that neither they nor
might stay with the Linds on their farm in Sperling, their daughter, Doris, were forgotten. They lived on in
BC while working for Hepworth Feed. It being the my Dad’s memory and now live on in family lore.
Depression, employment being precarious and income
Footnotes
being sparse, this was a generous and affordable solution
for Dad.
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Of Soldiers and Strong Women
Racheal Irene Minns
Racheal Irene Minns has served as a Youth Family History
Consultant in her church, and her love and passion for family
history was developed when she attended the first ever “My Family
History Youth Camp” at Brigham Young University in 2015.
Racheal has helped at booths and displays at conferences and
events and has held numerous workshops helping others with their
family history research. Most recently, she organized her church’s
first “Family History Discovery Day.” Racheal is completing her
BA in the Family History Program at Brigham Young University.
Note: “Of Soldiers and Strong Women” is the 2018 winner of the
Mike Brede Genealogical Essay Prize of The Ontario Genealogical
Society.

draw. Each of their later children would be born in this
province. In 1871, the couple was living in Collingwood,
Simcoe County, with their first three children: Leonora,
David, and John.2 At this point, the arrival of the railroad
in 1855 had made Collingwood into a hub for shipping
and shipbuilding, a port on Lake Huron especially
invaluable to emigration. It was an early transfer point
for individuals travelling to both the United States and
Western Canada, flourishing particularly during the
1850s and 1860s.3

T

he construction of Camp Borden commenced
in May of 1916 under the 157th battalion of the
Canadian Expeditionary Force. A group of semiable-bodied men from Barrie and Collingwood, dubbed
the “foresters,” constructed the base in Simcoe County
in Ontario. One of these men was David Edward Green.
Raised for a good part of his childhood by a widowed
single mother, he would go on to marry, have many
children, and give honorable service. While his mother
was born in the United States and moved to Canada, Collingwood fishing fleet in the harbour, ca. 1885
he would see his own daughter return to America and
lead a strong life. The Green family produced men and
By 1881, while still living in Collingwood, Mary was
women of strong character and self-sacrifice that would widowed with five children from 18 to 7 years old.4 This
leave, however small, a definite mark lasting through would no doubt be a hard experience for the relatively
generations.
young mother, living in a time before working women
were common and equal respect was no easy feat. In
A Single Mother
1891, the family was still living in Collingwood. Mary’s
eldest, Leonora, had moved out and two more children
Mary Ann Porter was born about 1847 in the United had appeared: May at 11 and Edward at 3.5 Their origin
States and married John Green sometime before 1864.1 is unclear. Mary had no occupation, but her three eldest
Records of this couple, before there were children were working to support the family, including being
born later in Ontario, could not be found due to the a cook and a plasterer. While still living in her 1891
vagueness of their birth origin. However, it is known household, Mary devoted much of her time to raising
that there were a number of children associated with the small children, from her seven-year-old Emma, to
this marriage who were of African American origin, the three-year-old Edward.
likely born in the United States before the 1863
Emancipation Proclamation and the 1865 ratification
Mary must have seen much trial in her life. She lived
of the Thirteenth Amendment.
through times of both societal distaste and personal
loss, yet her strength would manifest itself in a son who
While the couple could have been from either the would serve both his family and his country well. David’s
Northern or Southern States, the promise of Canada’s mother set an example to her son of what perseverance
ever standing freedom and Ontario’s particular meant and the value of hard work as he helped support
connection to slaves seeking freedom was no doubt a the family for years.
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June 1918, David was hospitalized for hemorrhoids on
three separate occasions, eventually being “invalided”
to Canada. He was officially discharged on June
David Edward Green was born to John and Mary on back
th
6
29
for
the reason of “having been found medically
November 21, 1868 in Collingwood. He was anywhere
between 3 and 13 years old when his father passed away, unfit for service,” his character upon discharge was still
and as the second eldest child and eldest son, David listed as “very good.”
would have grown up with considerable responsibility.
Once home, David would live to the age of 74,
In 1891, he was working to help support his family, first
as a plasterer and then, at the time of his marriage, as passing away onth October 1, 1943, 30 days before his
a sailor, befitting his port town home of Collingwood. and Levina’s 50 anniversary. He would be able to have
children and see them grow to adulthood, marry, and
On October 30, 1893, at the age of 25, David was have children of their own. He witnessed the Second
married to Levina Graham.7 Levina was born in World War break out in 1939 after he had fought in the
Simcoe County as well, about 1875, to William and First World War two decades earlier.
Christina Graham. Levina was the daughter of a ScotsDavid’s time as a responsible son would lead him to
Irish father and an English mother, though also a
8
Methodist like David. David and Levina would have a life of being a husband and father, and to the service
eight children between 1894 and 1911: Christina Edna, of his country, during which time he endured multiple
Roy, William, Hilda, Francis Irene, Grace, Wilbert, and hospitalizations and trials. Camp Borden stands as a
Violet.9 Though Canada and Ontario in particular hold witness to the hard work of many men, including David,
a history of freedom for African Americans, there was and his handprints are there in spirit even to this day.
no doubt a stigma around the mixed race couple, and
The Daughter
their children would bear the title “mulatto” throughout
10
their lives.
Christina Edna Green was born Christmas Day 1894
and was the first child of David and Levina.12 She
would grow up in Collingwood for much of her life, and
on August 28, 1917, Edna would marry Walter Edward
Durnell.13 While her family had always been Methodist,
at 23 she married a 38-year-old Baptist bachelor. Walter
was born in Pennsylvania, and in 1920 the couple lived
in Delaware County, Pennsylvania. Edna immigrated
to the United States in 1919 and became a naturalized
citizen.14 Leroy, their first son, was born in Canada, and
was only 16 months old at the time of his first census
Camp Borden, the tent city army training camp, in 1916.
appearance.

A Soldier

On June 30, 1916, David Edward Green filled out
his attestation papers and joined 157th battalion of
the Canadian Expeditionary Force (CEF) at Camp
Borden.11 He was 46 years old at the time, his oldest
child being about 23, and his youngest only 5.

By 1930, the couple had produced ten children, eight
sons but only two daughters, ranging in age from 14
years to only one month. Their names were Walter,
Herbert, Leroy, Robert, Gertrude, Norman, Calvin,
Ralph, Violet, and Frederick.

Edna would have to live through her third youngest
child’s death due to a brain tumor. Ralph passed away
in 1948 at the age of only 23, his wife widowed at a
mere 18 years old. This would no doubt be a trying time
for the family, but for Edna especially. For a mother to
lose a son so young, and then to live another 18 years,
is a tragic situation, and there is little doubt that she
would now hold her other children even dearer. Twelve
years later, she would also lose her husband Walter on
January 11, 1960. They had been married for more than
David himself set sail to England on October 17, 42 years.
1916 and arrived on the 28th. Remaining there until
The battalion was created with men from Collingwood
and Barrie, and their first order was the construction of
Camp Borden, which began in May of 1916, a little
longer than a month before David joined up. He had
already been in the active militia but would now take
part in construction as one of the “Simcoe Foresters”.
The camp was completed on July 11, 1916 and by the
end of that summer, was the home to 36 CEF battalions
before they embarked for overseas.
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change and trial to raise a large family. They are each an
example of the fact that, no matter how small your part
may seem, anyone can lead an exemplary life if they but
endure and give of themselves for the ones they love.

Photo Credits
Collingwood fishing fleet in the harbour, ca. 1885:
“Collingwood Sesquicentennial.” County of Simcoe.
(simcoe.ca: accessed 1 April 2018).
Camp Borden, the tent city army training camp, in
1916: Carson, Sarah. “CFB Borden mission remains the
same after 100 years.” Simcoe.com (simcoe.com: accessed
1 April 2018). Published online, 7 November 2015.
Christina ‘Edna’ Green Durnell: Ekklesia24, “Sterling
Family Tree,” Ancestry. (ancestry.com: accessed 1 April
2018), “Christina ‘Edna’ Green”.

Footnotes
Christina ‘Edna’ Green Durnell.

Following shortly thereafter, Edna passed away in
Chester on October 31,1966 at the age of 71. She was
buried in Eden Cemetery, Collingdale, Chester County,
Pennsylvania.15 She would have the opportunity to live
through major events such as the civil rights movement
as the daughter of an African American father and
Caucasian mother. Heralding from a province that had
a history of protecting freed and escaped slaves, Edna
would surely have looked with hope to the future that
would lay beyond her own life.
Edna was no doubt a woman of great strength.
Shortly after marrying Walter, she moved to an entirely
new country, having been born and raised in the same
town her entire life, a transition made no easier with
an infant in tow. She would then raise a great many
children while being the wife of a busy dairy farmer and
living through the loss of two men she certainly loved
before she passed away at a good old age.
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The Invisible Domestic Servants:
A Genealogical Mystery and Challenge
Royce MacGillivray

Royce MacGillivray, born in Alexandria, Ontario, in the very
centre of Glengarry, is a graduate of Queen’s University and
Harvard, and was a history professor at the University of Waterloo.
Now retired, he lives in Romford, England.

H

istorical articles are usually about facts. This one, on
the contrary, is about the lack of facts. It belongs to
the area of history where the lack of facts is just as
important as the presence of facts, probably more so. It will
deal with the question of why certain facts are overlooked
or suppressed. As well, it will ask why these facts are absent,
and whether this situation can be remedied, and, most
importantly, whether it ought to be remedied.
The geographical area of discussion and most of my
research will be what I like to call the “Glengarry-area”
of Eastern Ontario, which is Glengarry County plus one
adjacent area that the Highland Scots settled in southern
Caledonia Township. Almost certainly, however, the subject
is applicable to most of the settled area of Ontario.
So, what is the missing topic? The topic is the subject of
domestic servants.
From a very early area of settlement in the Glengarry
area, until the 1960s, women from this area worked
as domestic servants in well-to-do households. Few
Glengarry-area women became domestic servants later
than the beginning of World War II, which put an end
to the Depression and opened so many new areas of
employment. Recollections of servants almost always
refer to the cities where they worked as Boston and
Montreal.
One of the reasons for the prominence of Boston in
this economic migration is that, for several generations,
the Glengarry area had, by way of the railway station
at Alexandria, direct train passage to Boston after the
opening of the Canada Atlantic Railway in the 1880s. I
have never come upon any references to Glengarry-area
women who worked as domestic servants in New York,
Chicago, or any other large American city.

history belongs only to oral culture. I myself, as one
of the historians of Glengarry, am as guilty as anyone.
Were people embarrassed by having relatives who were
domestic servants? Probably. Were some of the women
themselves embarrassed by their occupation? Likely so.
Old status-based prejudices die hard. When I
was a university professor, I remember my private
embarrassment when a student in one of my history
seminars included information that his mother had
been a domestic servant. I knew the student had done
something that I would not have done at that time, but
I do remember feeling that he was acting more worthily
than I would have done in his position.
There appears to be little or no evidence of any males
from this area of Eastern Ontario having been domestic
servants. Lord Beaverbrook, the great newspaper
proprietor and political activist in England, had a
chauffeur who was a Glengarry native, but a chauffeur
would hardly have qualified as a domestic servant—or
not quite anyway. Beaverbrook also had, for a time, a
Glengarry-born male secretary.
In one Glengarry County area family, the mother
was a domestic servant in Montreal for several years
preceding her marriage in the 1930s. Previously to
that, at least three aunts of her husband had also
been domestic servants in Montreal. Their nephews
and nieces found at least two of these women to be
unattractive. One woman was regarded as remarkably
stingy. The women themselves took long summer
vacations, presumably because their employers liked to
travel during the summer or visit fashionable resorts.
At least one child in this family remembered, resentfully,
that her farmwife mother “waited hand and foot” on these
women, who seem to expect their roles to be reversed, with
them now receiving the services that are normally given
by servants. Perhaps significantly, virtually no further
information was passed down in family tradition about
these women. If Glengarry area folk were embarrassed
(and even perplexed!) by their domestic servant relatives,
what did the employers think about them?

Personal recollections of these domestic servants
are fairly easily obtained from relatives, but there is
very little reference to them in print. They appear in
On this subject, cultural tradition and the press seem
obituaries, but there is very little detailed information largely to have been silent. Although, in 1870, the Montreal
on them as they were servants. By and large, their
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Daily Witness, one of the best and most highly regarded wonders whether this dialogue echoes discussions about
Canadian newspapers of its time, printed the following the nature of the Glengarry mentality and the problems
of pioneer life. We can imagine this sister of Connor’s
letter to the editor:
mother sharing similar stories in the Connor household
“Sir… Allow me to ask housekeepers, through your columns, in Glengarry and, when relatives visited her, in her own
to join with me in stopping a most annoying nuisance, viz., the home in Montreal.
constant run of ‘visitors’ which Glengarry servant girls have
One thing in the Witness letter that seems a
during the day, interrupting their work, and gossiping in the
kitchens. I once thought I would be content if I had a Glengarry little strange is the assumption that women from a
cook, but I find her an intolerable trouble, and I hear nearly backwoods pioneer society were likely to be skillful
every other householder say the same. Yesterday she had seven cooks. Connor, in his autobiography, praises his mother
visitors during the day, and this morning three, and the greater for her efforts to improve the primitive domestic skills
number are regaled with their meals at my expense. I do not of the Glengarry women. Let us hope that the Witness
object to an occasional visitor in the evenings, but I do not care passage in question never had an “even” before the word
keeping open house for the long string of visitors to my servants. “content” in the second sentence of the letter!
Do you consider I am right?
The following present-day passage is anonymous:
Yours respectfully, a Housekeeper.”
“About the beginning of the 1960s, I became a graduate
This is a remarkable document. Clearly, if it can be student at a major American university. Not long after I
taken at face value, employers esteemed their servants arrived, three women from my old neighbourhood took me in
of Glengarry origin. Further, the servants themselves hand, gave me a share in most excellent conversation, and I
maintained an independence of mind and a sense of valued for the rest of my life my companionship with them.
human dignity that should also have been balanced by the
“Two of them were domestic servants tending to the later
servants’ visiting friends and relatives from back home. The
editor of the Montreal Daily Witness was next quoted as years of life. Of these, I had known one since my childhood. Both
saying that he delayed publishing the letter until he had were relatives (medium distance relatives is how I would term
made enquiries and found the accusations to be true. His the connection) of myself. The other woman, also to become a
verdict was a peaceable one: the servants and their visitors, long-term friend and a correspondent, was a nurse. The two
and the servants’ employers, all needed to practice restraint. domestic servants, not too many years later, retired to their old
Canadian neighbourhood. There, one lived in an apartment on
What exactly was the history of this exchange? I the busy main street. The other owned a very pleasant house
suggest that this letter, and its supposed reply by the where she looked after her disabled sister. In her spare time,
editor, were both written by an author of considerable being a car driver, she distributed meals on wheels.”
importance, and one who also had a strong connection
“The two domestic servants differed markedly in what the
to Glengarry: Margaret Murray Robertson (18231897). Besides being the aunt of the novelist “Ralph Victorians would have called ‘capacities’. One, gentle and
Connor” (whose name in real life was Charles W. withdrawn, but with a great unaggressive skill in what she
Gordon), Margaret Robertson was herself the author did, was no doubt what her long-term employers considered
of a notable novel about Glengarry, Shenac’s Work at to be an excellent servant. Had all of humankind been like
Home. First published in 1866, the book went through her, there would hardly have been such a thing as human
a number of re-printings and was a predecessor, and history, with its endless trail of misfortunes. The house where
perhaps even a model, of Ralph Connor’s two well- she worked, and where I was on many occasions a guest in the
remembered Glengarry novels: The Man from Glengarry evenings (she was entitled to have visitors), was silent. Even
and Glengarry School Days. Connor himself, rather the other servant of the household was not evident on the
ungenerously, mentions her in his autobiography (1938) scene. The other domestic I am speaking of, as one of my longmerely as “a novelist well-known in her day.” Largely term friends, had a strong, dominating personality. In her the
forgotten for years, Margaret Murray Robertson has strength of character and competence were perfectly united. You
now been rediscovered as a figure of some importance could have imagined her if she had been born a generation or
two later, in a community or family where money was sufficient
in Canadian literature.
for her education, becoming a scientist or cabinet minister. My
Margaret Robertson not only had the background in mother, who knew her from childhood as one of the relatives,
Glengarry and Montreal, which suited her to write this valued her visits and conversation, but was always aware of
exchange, she also had the astringent wit and resigned the overwhelming power of the personality.”
acceptance of life that one finds in her novels. One
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She, too, occasionally entertained the fortunate student
in the evenings at the place of her employment, as she was
strictly entitled to do, much like the servant’s visitors who
annoyed the householder in the eloquent Witness article!

•

The migration from Glengarry County may not
be quite as narrowly concentrated on the two
big cities of Montreal and Boston as we have
traditionally assumed.

Interestingly, very few families in the Glengarry
County area itself seem to have kept domestic servants.
Something like servants, however, occasionally appeared
when a man became a widower and a woman was
recruited to look after the house and cooking meals, but
these quasi-servants were often relatives who were just
“helping out” and were sometimes paid regular wages,
and sometimes not.

•

The number of domestic servants may be even
larger than it now appears to be.

•

We will learn more about the social channels
that led these women to particular cities and to
particular households.

•

Brothers working in various occupations in
the cities, and Glengarry County-area women
working as servants in particular households,
were likely involved in bringing in newcomers
and helping them to settle.

•

French Canadians may appear more prominently
in the migration.

Hired men were numerous in the Glengarry County
area up till the beginning of World War II, but it is
remarkable that, despite the farmers valuing the labour
of these men, no similar attempts seem to have been
made to reduce the difficulties of the farmers’ wives
in cooking and other household work. There was no
kitchen equivalent of the hired man.

• Finally, how advertisements for domestic
servants were written and distributed.
Why do we almost never learn, through family lore,
the names or the addresses of the families, some of
Bibliography
them rich and famous, whom these women servants
worked for? Sometimes the largeness of their wealth is
A History of Glengarry, Royce MacGillivray and
remembered, but without further details. Up until the
1940s, it was common for children from the city homes Ewan Ross (1979), viz. servants in Glengarry County
of employers to be sent, usually in the summers, to stay in 1871, p. 105; railway connections, pp. 147-155, p.
460, index.
with Glengarry County farm families.
When women entered domestic service, a change of
Christian name was sometimes amicably agreed upon,
or imposed upon, the servants by their employers.
The most likely reason for this practice was to avoid
duplicating the name of another household servant
or family member. This change of name involves a
problem for researchers tracking the life of a particular
individual. It is also part of the phenomenon in the
psychology of the employee-employer bond.

Dictionary of Glengarry Biography, Royce
MacGillivray, Glengarry Historical Society (2010) viz.
servants from Glengarry County area, p. 529; Lord
Beaverbrook’s chauffeur, secretary, pp. 421-422.
Montreal Daily Witness, 8 November 1870. A slightly
larger extract of this exchange is printed in A History of
Glengarry, pp. 121-123.

“Margaret Murray Robertson,” in Dictionary of
As an historical and genealogical subject, domestic Canadian Biography, Volume 12, University of Toronto
servants from the Glengarry County area are important, Press, Scholarly Publishing Division, 1990.
yet the topic itself hardly exists in print, although it does
exist in unwritten and sometimes reluctantly spoken Author’s Note: I am grateful to Frances Fraser, of Dalkeith, Onanecdotes. What can be done to bring these worthy, tario, for drawing to my attention and sending me a copy of a
hard-working women into written history? Until then Montreal-based advertisement in Glengarry News, 6 January
we can recognize the praiseworthy and honourable work 1905, for Glengarry County girls to work as domestic servants.
done by these big-city domestic servants, and instead of One day, digital systems, or their successors, may do things now
barely imaginable. Suppose, for example, it was possible to detail
concealing it, we should record it.
the life, year by year and day by day, of every Glengarry Coun-

The result will be a new kind of genealogy, and a new ty-born servant working in a Boston household?
kind of local history! What discoveries and genealogical
mysteries might come to light? I would suggest that
further research may discover some the following:
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WILSON

Seeking any information for the following family:
•
•
•
•

Samuel WILSON, born 30 Oct 1768
James WILSON, born 1772
William WILSON, born 1774
John WILSON, born 1776

These brothers were all born at Maguiresbridge, Fermanagh County, Ulster, Northern Ireland and all emigrated in 1820 to Quebec, Canada.
Miss Joan Parks by mail at:
1404-249 Bridge Street West
Belleville, Ontario K8P 4V4

LESLIE /BEATTY

A Leslie Family genealogy researcher is reaching out to share her material and gather missing links of:
•
•

WILLIAN LESLIE 1771-1815, Fencibles
JOHN LESLIE 1786-1867 cousin of William

Both are natives of Rogart, Sutherland, Scotland and first and second husband of
•

ESTER BEATTY 1783-1867, born in Omagh, Co. Tyrone Ireland

John and Ester Leslie emigrated to Canada in 1824 with eight children- William, George, John, Robertsons of William Leslie and Esther Beatty and William, James, Elizabeth and George- Children from John
Leslie and Esther Beatty. They settled on lot 10 Concession 5, Toronto Township, Peel County (Streetsville),
City of Mississauga
Are you a descendant and interested in sharing information? If so, please contact:
Joanne Krywko by mail at:
7357 Bendigo Circle, Mississauga, Ontario, L5N 1Z4,
or by email joannekrywko@gmail.com
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Letter to the Editor

I

John McLeod

n the May 2018 issue of Families, I was absolutely delighted to read not one but two articles about my grandfather’s
Aunt Maggie and Uncle Bob, or Margaret McLeod and Robert Belcher. My grandfather, Angus Edmond
McLeod (1889-1975), known as Eddie, was the son of Maggie’s younger brother, Malcolm McLeod (18581894). Kudos to my cousin Dolina Smith and to Gail Benjafield for putting together such nicely researched pieces.
In the hopes of making the record as complete as possible, I should like to offer a few additional pieces of
information. In the first place, what I admit is a minor point: my branch of the family, the descendants of
Aunt Maggie’s parents Donald McLeod (1817-1905) and Mary M(a)cKenzie (1819/20-1892), has always
spelled our surname as McLeod, not MacLeod as it is written in both of the articles. It is McLeod in every
document I have seen concerning Donald and his offspring, from the 1861 census (the first one taken after
Donald settled in what is now Ontario)1 to the registration of Donald’s death in 1905.2
My cousin Dolina’s article also errs in stating the Maggie and her brother Alexander (my grandfather’s
Uncle Sandy) were twins. They were actually born three years apart (Sandy on June 7, 1853, and Maggie
on August 14, 1856). It may also be worth noting that after Maggie, my great great grandparents had four
more children, including my great grandfather Malcolm. The full list of their eleven children is as follows:
1. Alexander (I), born Cape Bear PEI, 1842, died Idaho, 1892.
2. Janet, born PEI, 1844, married David McConnell, died Gladstone MB, 1929.
3. Catherine, born PEI, 1846, married Thomas Ross, died Edmonton AB, 1937.
4. John, born PEI about 1848, married Emma Clayton, died 1898.
5. Sarah, born PEI, 1851, married Murdoch McLeod, died Edmonton AB, 1939.
6. Alexander (II), born Woodstock ON, 1853, married Christina McDonald, died Vancouver BC, 1933.
7. Margaret, born Huron Twp. ON, 1856, married Robert Belcher, died Edmonton AB, 1954.
8. Malcolm, born Huron Twp. ON, 1858, married Jane Ross, died Indian Head SK, 1894.
9. Angus, born Huron Twp. ON, 1859, married Emma Sexsmith, died Edmonton AB, 1942.
10. Daniel, born Huron Twp. ON, 1861, married Jane McConnell, died 1944.
11. James, born Huron Twp. ON, 1863, married Catherine Fleming, died Vancouver BC, 1944.

Finally, with the help of my friend, Dr. Christopher McCreery, who is the expert on the Canadian
honours system,3 I have put together the following list of the honours and medals that were conferred on
Colonel Robert Belcher, Uncle Bob:
1. Companion of the Most Distinguished Order of St Michael and St George. Invested by His Royal
Highness the Duke of York (later King George V) in 1901.
2. Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee Medal. Received from His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales
(later King Edward VII) in 1897.
3. North West Canada Medal. Received in 1887.
4. Queen’s South Africa Medal, with the following clasps: Natal, Orange Free State, Belfast, and South
Africa, 1901. Received from His Royal Highness the Duke of York (later King George V) in 1901.
John McLeod
john.mcleod@louisville.edu
1. Census of Canada 1861: Canada West, County Bruce, District 5, Huron Township, p. 32, in Library
and Archives Canada, Ottawa, ON, microfilm C-1011.
2. Registration of Death, no. 211H of 1905, Provincial Archives of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, GR
2015.1540.
3. See, for example, Christopher McCreery, The Canadian Honours System, (2nd edition, Toronto:
Dundurn Press, 2015).
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Mapmaker: Philip Turnor in Rupert’s Land
in the Age of Enlightenment
Brian Latham
Barbara Mitchell, Mapmaker: Philip Turnor in Rupert’s Land in the Age of Enlightenment, 2017, 352 pages, $39.95
hardcover, ISBN 978-0-88977-503-9, University of Regina Press, University of Regina 3737 Wascana Parkway,
Regina, SK S4S 0A2 https://uofrpress.ca/Books/M/Mapmaker

F

or family historians who look feverishly through
their ancestors for someone famous, a very good
read is the book, Mapmaker: Philip Turnor in
Rupert’s Land in the Age of Enlightenment (University
of Regina Press, 2017) by Barbara Mitchell. Initially,
Mitchell had no idea that Turnor, a 1700s surveyor for
the Hudson’s Bay Company as it pushed west into the
North American continent from its forts on Hudson
Bay, was an ancestor until a relative sprang a family tree
on her.
This set off a search that led her to interview family
members and to dig into the HBC archives in Winnipeg
where she found Turnor’s journals detailing his travels
by canoe from York Factory and other posts into the
northern hinterlands of what is now Manitoba, Ontario,
and even into Saskatchewan, Alberta and the Northwest
Territories. Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, the
journals are mostly masses of calculations later used to
produce the first scientific maps of those areas. So hard
work was needed to make surveying exciting - no small
task.

researched family history will find here encouragement
to continue to add details to their own stories and
knowledge of the real people from whom they are
descended. Canadian history buffs will find the
descriptions of the fur trade rivalries, the meetings with
Samuel Hearne, Alexander Mackenzie, Peter Fidler
and David Thompson downright exciting. Who knows:
it may help those fellows’ descendants find their way to
new research sources?
Mitchell’s thorough research style is not by accident: a
professor at Trent University, she is also the biographer
and daughter-in-law of humorist W. O. Mitchell. A
23-minute interview with her by Greg Marchildon is
in the podcast section of the website for the Champlain
Society at https://champlainsociety.utpjournals.press/.

And she did this with her genealogy! How many times
can someone say that family history is the exciting part
of a story? Her family tree shows that Philip Turnor
was her great x4 grandfather via his unnamed Cree
country wife. Genealogically, Barbara Helen Way could
trace her family back via Dorothy Goff, Mary then
John Loutit, Nancy then James Harper, Charlotte then
Joseph Turnor, the son of Philip.
She describes how she researched her family history,
chart and all, in western Canada and south London,
England, to add to her descriptions of Turnor’s travels
as evidenced by locations in his journals and other
HBC documents. Then, she recounts her travels, as
many family historians have done, to the locations that
Turnor lived in, visited and mapped, and describes her
feelings of walking the same ground that he, his wife,
and their descendants had trod, an experience with
which many readers will identify.
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OGS President’s Message
Conference 2018

O

ur Annual Conference
always seems to take
a long time to come,
but when it arrives, it is over
before we know it! This year
in Guelph was no different as
I always wait for Conference
like a small child waiting for
the coming of Santa. Why
not? These are my people, these are my friends, and there
is always someone new to meet or a new cousin to discover.
To see the excitement in people’s faces as they discover new
resources and ideas is part of the reason we as The Ontario
Genealogical Society do what we do. This is our passion and
our mandate.

32 Keffer Essay Writing
Competition
Outside Back Cover:
Conference 2018

Steve Fulton UE

In the pictures of my report you can see what I call the
“Boots on the Ground” OGS volunteers. They dedicate
their time to serve other genealogists who are attending
to discover their past. Genealogy is a passion, a desire
to know who you are and where you came from, and I
know and thank these volunteers and others who serve
day by day the needs of family historians. That is why I
am so proud to call all of them my friends, cousins, and
even one of them is my wife, Dianna.

Co-Chairs: Dianna Fulton and Kirsty Gray.

Marketplace

FamilySearch Shuttles – a big hit with Conference attendees!

This Conference provided another excellent
opportunity to meet and discover the products and
services that were displayed in Marketplace. Each time
I visited Marketplace, I found myself meeting new
people, or looking down the rows filled with folks talking
with each other. I spoke with many vendors who were
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pleased with this year’s Marketplace and the fact it was
all in one building, and not a far walk from the lecture
hall. As we continue to further develop Marketplace and
Conference, we will fine-tune these parts to better serve
all those who attend future meetings. As always, we are
very thankful to our sponsors who support the Society.
Without them, there would be many things we would
not be able to do (like the ever-popular golf carts!).

OGS Outreach
During the past 13 years of my being a part of The
Ontario Genealogical Society, I have witnessed the
changes within our organization that reflect how the
Society is truly being guided by our shared passion for
genealogy. Never has there been a better time for us
to step out and declare that The Ontario Genealogical
Society is open to, and ready to work with, our
community partners in educating, advocating and
promoting family history in Ontario.
Since taking on the role of President during
Conference 2018, I have spoken with seven
genealogical societies across Canada to promote better
communication and understanding amongst our
organizations. On July 6th, I and other members of the
Board met with Sean Fraser, Director, Programs and
Services Branch of the Ministry of Tourism, Culture
and Sport, and also with Kimberly Johnson, Manager,
Investment and Development in the MTCS, to
discuss the vital role that OGS can play in developing
the province’s future cultural policies and programs.

Conference Marketplace.

FamilySearch: Stephen Young and Manuel Sanheuza.

Rob Leverty, Executive Director, OHS, Steve Fulton, UE, President, OGS, with Heather Anderson and Sarah McCabe, OHS staff.

Road Show 2018
For those who may not have heard of this term, it
is a time for the Society’s board members to visit the
communities of our volunteers who manage the Society’s
Branches/SIGs. During the fall, we will be travelling to
five different locations: Thunder Bay, London, Sudbury,
Kingston and Oakville. This is an opportunity for us to
share information and to continue to grow as a Society,
and also to think of new opportunities to serve our
members and the genealogical community. If you are
involved with your Branch/SIG and wish to attend,
please reach out to your Branch/SIG Chair, who will
have the event information, or to myself. Just think, you
will get a free lunch, and who can go wrong with that?

On July 24th, I and our Executive Director, Peter
Taylor, also met with Rob Leverty, Executive Director
of the Ontario Historical Society, to discuss our shared
commitment to preserving and promoting the cultural
heritage of Ontario. These meetings have deepened
the relationships that we have with these external
organizations as we continue to move forward.
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New Board, New Direction!

2018-2020 OGS Board: (L to R) Anne Currie O’Brien, Roger
Robineau, Heather McTavish Taylor, David Thompson, Heidi Deschenes, Steve Fulton, UE, Julia Scott, Ray Wright, Heather Ashe
(stepped down), Dianna Fulton, Patti Mordasewicz.

During many other meetings, I have had conversations
with those volunteers who manage the Branches/
SIGs across our Society. These “Boots on the Ground”
volunteers are key to the Society’s success. Our Society
Board is an amazing example of the outstanding

volunteers and family historians who serve you and
the organization. As we move forward, the Board will
continue to build a strong organization for the future.
Along with this, there is a desire to connect and to
build partnerships that will create a legacy for the
future. A wise man once asked me “What are you doing
for genealogy?” and I translated it to say, “Our family
history is ours to discover and share, but also to hold in
trust for the next generation.”
As your President, I have a desire to connect with
family historians. I truly hope that we may meet at
the Fergus Scottish Games, or during the OGS Road
Show, or at individual Branch meetings this fall, or
even in a library somewhere. My email and my phone
extension are always available and I look forward to
the opportunity to connect. Remember though, in the
words of a Past President “If you have a new idea or
project, before you call, ask yourself who is going to
manage it?”
With grateful thanks
Steve Fulton, UE

A Change at the Helm!

T

his
year’s
conference
provided me with an
opportunity to connect with
new friends and colleagues, to catch
up with old friends, to learn new
techniques for research, to try out
new products and services available
in our hobby, to compare notes with
fellow Branch leaders, and to enjoy
the opportunity to be “among my genealogical family”for a long
weekend. It also marked the end of my term as the President
of our organization, and I want to take this opportunity to say
thank you to everyone who entrusted me with this role and
who worked so hard to support me in its delivery.

Patti Mordasewicz,
Past President

demanded by the regulations that govern non-profit
organizations.
We have also increased our exposure to new audiences,
launched new education initiatives, and embarked on new
partnerships with both private sector and government
organizations.
But, in the words of a familiar Carpenters song,
“We’ve only just begun!” We have a new energy among
our staff, our Board, our Branches and Special Interest
Groups and our Committees. New ideas are coming
forward every day, and we are in a position where we
can embrace them and make them happen.

As I continue on the Board in my new role, I know
The Ontario Genealogical Society is a wonderful organization,
filled with people who are passionate about family history, and that we are in good hands with strong leadership and
about making the genealogical journey easier for those who a great collegial atmosphere to keep our organization
going – and growing – strong!
follow.
Thank you for allowing me to serve as your President.
During my past six years on the Board, we have changed
our governance structure at the Board level, altered governance I truly appreciate the honour!
for Branches and Special Interest Groups to make them more
Patti Mordasewicz
manageable, and ensured that our organization is in a position
Past President
to meet all of the financial and governance requirements
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A

OGS Celebrates its Award Winners
and Honourees

t the annual OGS Conference 2018 held in
Guelph June 1-3, The Ontario Genealogical
Society celebrated the recipients of honours and
awards given by the Society during its Annual General
Meeting. Nominations and submissions were received
in all categories of our awards and essay competitions,
and you will be able to read the results of some of the
essay submissions in this edition of Families, along with
others to follow in the November edition.

Citation of Recognition
The Citation of Recognition award honours members
who:
• have provided a minimum of five (5) years of Patti Mordasewicz, John Noble.
service to the Society;
John Noble, a member of the Sudbury Branch for
• have shown leadership in the Society;
over
17 years, and an active contributor at the Branch,
• have shown tangible contributions to the Society
as well as serving on the Society’s Board of Directors
beyond the local Branch;
• have furthered the cause of genealogy in Ontario. as Regional Director, and establishing the Society’s
Ireland Special Interest Group, where he served as
Chair for eight years.
This year we honoured three award recipients:
Wayne Vizniowski, approaching fifty years as a
member of OGS with the London-Middlesex Branch,
where he has served as Chair and in a variety of other
leadership roles, provided guidance as the Branch IT
specialist, and taught courses on the PAF genealogy
program, as well as serving as Treasurer for OGS
Conferences in 1998 and 2008.
Thank you Janis, John, and Wayne for your many
contributions to our Society!

Award Winners
Patti Mordasewicz, Janis Carter, Joyce Morrison, and Ed Kipp.

Our Award of Merit may be given to a Branch, a
Special Interest Group, an organization or institution
or a new library or museum, whose contributions
have been of benefit to the whole of the Society and
genealogical researchers across the globe.

Janis Carter, a charter member of the Durham
Region Branch, where she has been actively involved
This year the Society honoured the Chatham-Kent
in many Branch activities, a member of the Kawartha
Cemetery
Restoration Project, a non-profit organization
Branch where she has served on the Branch Council
since 2006, and on OGS Conference committees in dedicated to the preservation and restoration of
cemetery headstones in Chatham-Kent, and to the
2006 and 2013.
creation and maintenance of a website which includes
over 30,000 photographs of cemeteries and headstones.
You can see their work at http://ckcemeteries.ca/pmwiki/
index.php?n=main.index.
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The Ontario Genealogical Society’s Bob Crawford
Community Service Award recognizes OGS members
who have served the various genealogical and heritage
communities of which they are a part — whether they
be geographic, organizational or any other construct the
term Community might imply — reaching beyond the
parameters of the OGS Mission and Objectives.

Edited by Cindy Robichaud & Debra Honor, UE.
The award for Best Branch/SIG Website was given to
Toronto Branch, under the management of webmaster
Jane MacNamara. An Honourable Mention was given
to Halton-Peel Branch.
Our Awards presentations concluded with honouring
two organizations which have been members of The
Ontario Genealogical Society for fifty years: Cambridge
Public Library and Minnesota Historical Society.

Ed Kipp, Patti Mordasewicz, Myrtle Johnston, Joyce Morrison.

This year’s award was presented to Myrtle Johnston, a
founding member of the Leeds and Grenville Branch
of OGS, who was recognized not only for her ongoing
commitment to the Branch, where she has served as
Secretary, Chair, and for forty years as the Editor of
News & Views, the Branch newsletter. She has also
served on the local and national level with the United
Empire Loyalists Association of Canada, and for over
fifty years has been actively involved in the Addison
congregation of the United Church of Canada. It gave
me great pleasure to be able to present this award to my
dear friend and colleague.

Congratulations to Our Essay
Competition Winners!

Joyce Morrison, Patti Mordasewicz, Rachel Peterson, and Ed
Kipp

The Dr. Don Brearley Genealogical Essay Prize for
students in Grades 11 & 12 was given to Rachel Petersen
for her essay “The Life and Family of My Great-GreatGrandfather Charles Norman Taylor”.

Patti Mordasewicz, Lynn Gainer, Chair, Sudbury Branch, Joyce
Morrison, and Ed Kipp

The Mike Brede Genealogical Essay Prize for
University/College Students was given to Racheal
Minns for her essay “Of Soldiers and Strong Women”.

And the Keffer Writing Competition produced two
winners: First Place was awarded to Patsy Javor for
The Dr. Don Brearley award for Best Branch/SIG “Thoughtfulness Demonstrated – A Part of My Family
Newsletter went to the Sudbury District Branch for Lore”, and Second Place was awarded to Debra Honor,
their publication Ancestor Hunting, produced by Editor UE, for “Pitfalls of Birth Registrations”.
Ellen Heale. An Honourable Mention was given to
Essex County Branch for their publication, Trails,
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Celebrating Branch &
Member Milestones
OGS Branches
Several Branches celebrated milestone anniversaries
this year – Congratulations!:
London-Middlesex County Branch – 50 Years
Kingston Branch – 45 years
Kent Region Branch – 40 years
Leeds & Grenville Branch – 40 years
Simcoe County Branch – 35 years
Sault Ste. Marie and District of AlgomaBranch – 35 years
Perth County Branch – 35 years
Irish Palatine Special Interest Group – 10 years

Merna Esther Nelson
Gary Peck
Alan E. Richards
Carol A. Small
Brian Winter
Lori Wood
Stephen E. Wood

Barbara Aitkin, Patti Mordasewicz.

Sault Ste. Marie Branch: James Dukes, Mary Rossiter, Patti
Mordasewicz.
Angus and Corinne Cline, Patti Mordasewicz.

OGS Members

Recognizing twenty-two members of OGS who have
belonged to the Society for forty years!
Barbara Aitken
Lois Black
Angus Cline
Corinne Cline
R. Alex Collins
Karen Conderan
Nancy H. Conn
Nancy Findlater Cutway
Douglas W. Grant
Marilyn Jones
Dorothy Lewis
Mary Lou Little
Janet E. McIver
Judith Anne Jamieson-Milton
Margaret Moule

Gary Peck, Patti Mordasewicz.

Alan Richards, Patti
Mordasewicz.
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Keffer Essay Writing Competition
The purpose of this competition is to recognize unpublished genealogical writing by awarding winning
authors with substantial prizes and publishing their essays in Families.

CONDITIONS:

Any current member of the OGS, excluding members of the Panel of Judges and the editor and staff of
Families, may submit a paper for consideration.
All submissions should be in Microsoft Word or an equivalent word processing program (not in PDF
format) and sent as an email attachment to keffer@ogs.on.ca with the subject line “Keffer Essay Competition.”
Papers should be between 1,500 and 2,000 words in length. Visuals such as maps, photos, and charts
germane to the paper may also be submitted by email, but these will not be considered when calculating the
word count. Essays of more than 2,000 words will not be considered in the Keffer Essay Competition. Please
note, however, that the word count does not include endnotes.
The focus of papers must be Canada or Ontario, and genealogy. Papers should demonstrate the ability
to access and understand various types of records and to cite sources. Knowledge of family migrations and
descriptions of multiple generations are also part of good genealogical writing. Presentation and readability
are also important. The competition will not accept simple histories or biographies.
To ensure anonymity, all entries will be stripped of identifying information before being submitted for
judging. To assist in this task, the first page of the submission should have name of essay, your name, address,
phone number, email address, and OGS membership number, and nothing else. Do not put any personal
information on the essay itself. Personal information will be removed before forwarding the entries to the
judges. Three judges will be asked to read all submissions and determine by vote the four winning essays.
PRIZES:
1st prize: $100.00 and 2 annual OGS memberships (total value - $226.00 over two years)
2nd prize: $75.00 and 1 annual OGS membership (total value - $138.00)
3rd prize: $50.00
4th prize: $25.00
SCHEDULE:
Deadline for authors’ submissions is 1 November 2018.
The Judges’ decisions will be announced by 1 March 2019.
Competition announcement will be in Families August 2019 issue.
If mutually agreeable, the winning entries will be published in subsequent issues of Families. Before
publication, the essays will receive the same editing used for all other submissions to Families.
In the case of tie votes on the first ballot, the Judges will be asked to re-evaluate the tied papers. A Panel of
Judges will be announced at a later date.
Questions should be directed to Editor, Families at families@ogs.on.ca.
A generous benefaction from the late Marion Keffer, a founding and long-time OGS member and genealogist par
excellence, provides these prizes.
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Missing Pieces of
Your Genealogical Puzzle?

Do-it-yourself with my help or let me do it!
Experienced researcher will help you find what you are
looking for. Hourly rate/consultation fee/flat rate for
vital stats. Send problem and SASE to Ruth Burkholder,
Suite 103-12140 Ninth Line, Stouffville ON L4A 1L2 or
“ruth.burk@sympatico.ca”
No problem too large or small to tackle together.

We Specialize in Complex Pedigree Development
We are Consulting Genealogical Research Specialists for Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, U.S., United Kingdom and South Africa.
We offer Genealogy and Charting/Documentation Services, along with
other International Research.

For general information, call toll-free
877-390-1766 or email info@gen-ﬁnd.com
For a free preliminary assessment
or to initiate a new case,
email queries@gen-ﬁnd.com

Honour the Past.
Embrace the Future.

Visit us online at
www.gen-ﬁnd.com

Check Us Out On Social Media!
Facebook: Ontario Genealogical Society
Twitter: @OntGenSociety
Website: https://ogs.on.ca
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Conference 2018!

